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PAPER 1 - All Your Contacts Are Belong to Us: Automated Identity
Theft Attacks on Social Network

RESEARCH PROBLEM
How easy it is to implement automated impersonation attacks on Social Network
sites to extract massive amounts of personal user information.

WHY IS IT EASY TO IMPLEMENT
- On several social network platforms, the users' profile information are public,
at least for their confirmed friends (e.g Facebook). That means an attacker can
eventually have access to a massive amount of public profile information.

- Due to the weak mechanisms that try to prevent a bot (the algorithm) from
creating accounts and sending friend requests.
On MeinVZ and StudiVZ, authors' algorithm could successfully solve the
CAPTCHAS, which were supposed to prevent these type of automated account
creation procedures.
Facebook, on the other hand used, used RECAPTCHA, which is more secure
than CAPTCHA. However, the automated attack could still break some of those
as well.

IMPORTANCE - What are the risks if someone owns a large amount of public profile
information?

- Impersonation attacks
Impersonating another user by using their personal information.
This can lead in social engineering attacks or in spreading inaccurate
information and influencing peoples' opinion.

- Email spam / phishing
Attacker can collect a massive amount of personal email addresses and
send malicious content to those recipients.

- Brute Forcing passwords
Speeding up the process by using user’s personal details

CONTRIBUTIONS:
- It is feasible in practice to implement and launch automated attacks against
five popular social networking sites. Two types of attacks presented: Same site
and cross-site profile cloning



- Even though most of the sites employ CAPTHAs to prevent automated
activities, there is a significant room for improvement to make these CAPTCHAs
more secure and difficult to break.

- Experimental results are presented with real users and show that the attacks
presented are feasible in practice. The results confirm that most users are not
cautious when accepting friend requests or clicking on links that are sent to
them.

- Suggestions are made on how social networking sites can improve their
security and therefore, better protect the privacy of their users.

ALGORITHM:
1. Identify a victim on a social network
2. Create an account on same or a different network by using the victim's details
(Name, Surname, Profile image, public information)
3. Send friend requests to all of the victim's friends
4. Victim's friends accept the friend request, since it is coming from a person
they know
5. Attacker now has access to victim's friends profile information.

CHALLENGES:
To implement an automated attack that tries to create accounts (impersonate
other people), the following challenges had to be addressed:

1) A CAPTCHA has to be solved by the algorithm every time a new account
is created.

SOLUTION: Make an algorithm to solve the CAPTCHAS.
Authors made the following observations:

1) Each CAPTCHA contains always 5 letters
2) Each letter is written on different font
3) Each letter is often tilted, scaled or blurred
4) Each CAPTCHA had different background color

Algorithm
1) Replace background pixels with white
2) Isolate each letter.
3) Discard captcha if isolation groups != 5
4) Attempt to find each unknown letter by comparing it with
a set of known fonts. If no match found, go to step 5
5) Run Tesseract OCR for each letter



2) If the cloned account is created on a network that the victim is not
registered on, the algorithm has to find out who of the victim's friends on
the source platform are also members on the target platform.

SOLUTION: Search for the victim’s friends on the target platform.
However, this might return multiple results (many people
with same full names). The result that has the most
common features (education, company etc.) with the profile
on source platform, indicates that both profiles refer to the
same person.

3) A friend of the victim that reports they work on "UCY" on Facebook, on
Linked In they might report it as "University of Cyprus". The algorithm has
to find out that the two strings refer to the same organization.

SOLUTION: Search for both terms on Google. If they are both present on
the top 3 results, that indicates the two terms refer to the
same organization.

EVALUATION:
EXPERIMENT #1 - Collect as much public profile information of real users

StudiVZ & MeinVZ:
- Easier to break CAPTCHAS
- Algorithm was able to collect complete profile information from 40000
profiles per day

XING:
- No CAPTCHA protection. However, accounts with high request activity
would be disabled
- Each fake account created by the algorithm was able to collect complete
profile information from 2000 users before it got banned.



EXPERIMENT #2 - Same Site Attack on real users - Facebook
➢ Authors asked for permission from 5 users to clone their accounts on the same
social network (Facebook). Then sent friend requests to victims’ friends

--> On each case, 70% (average) of the victims' friends accepted the friend
request, since it came from a person they already know.

➢ Then they proceeded to create 5 fake accounts with random names and
profile picture and sent friend requests to the same people as on the first case.

--> This time, only 25% of the victims' friends accepted the friend request
as it came from a user they don't know.

EXPERIMENT #3 - Cross Site Attack
➢Source Social Network: XING
➢Target Social Network: Linked In
➢Authors asked for permission from 5 users to clone their accounts from XING
to Linked In.

--> On each case, 19% (average) of the victim's friends also had an account on
the Target Social Network (Linked In)
Authors sent a friend request to these people.
Out of those, 60% accepted the friend request.

PAPER 2 - COMPA : Detecting Compromised Accounts on Social Networks

RESEARCH PROBLEM
The increasing popularity of fake or compromised accounts with the intent to
spread malicious content

SOLUTION
A system, called COMPA, that can be used by social network operators to
identify compromised accounts and take appropriate counter-measures

IMPORTANCE (What are the risks if someone compromises an account?)
Easier to launch scam attacks, by sending personal messages to victim's friends,
or by making posts



Attacker can easily spread malicious content all over the network, by using the
victim's trusted network of friends

CONTRIBUTIONS:
- First paper to introduce an approach that focuses on detecting compromised
accounts on social networks. This provides crucial input to social network
providers to initiate proper mitigation efforts.

- A novel set of features were proposed to characterize regular user activity
based on the stream of messages that each user posts. These features are used to
create models that identify messages that appear anomalous with respect to a
user’s account (message) history.

- The presented approach can effectively detect compromised accounts with very
low false positives. Algorithm applied to two large-scale datasets obtained from
two large social networking sites (Twitter and Facebook).

ALGORITHM STEPS:
1. Construct the Behavioral Profile of a user, based on their history of message
posts.

--> This is accomplished by extracting the posts made by the user and
analyzing each post's Message Features (Time posted, language used etc.)

2. Check if a new a message post violates the user’s Behavioral Profile
constructed on first step

--> In such case, an anomaly score is produced for each Message Feature,
and, at the end, the total anomaly score is calculated.
What is Anomaly Score: It indicates how much a Message Feature is
deviated from the usual user's normal behavior

3. Check for a group of similar messages that might also violate their respective
profile accounts.

--> Checks the content of the message and the URL, to determine
similarities with
other posts made by other accounts.



4. Flag the group of those accounts as compromised only if the similar message
also violates the behavioral profile of their respective users.

--> If that message violates a lot of profile accounts on that group, flag it as
compromised.

RELATED WORK:
Other studies can detect fake accounts (i.e the accounts that were created to
spread malicious content) but cannot determine the compromised ones.



CHALLENGES:
Hard to obtain datasets to evaluate the algorithm.

--> Facebook does not provide an API to fetch data about message posts
--> Twitter has limits on the RESTful API calls rate

EVALUATION:
➢ Collected over 1.4 billion tweets from Twitter's stream Algorithm Results:

--> Created 374,920 groups of similar messages (content wise).
--> Flagged 9,362 of those groups as compromised. This corresponds to
343,229 compromised users (!)
--> Only 4% of those where wrongly classified as compromised (false
positives).
These false positives include fake accounts (Should be excluded since the
algorithm’s purpose is to identify only the compromised ones), or just a
normal change on user’s behavior.

➢ Collected a data-set from 2009 with Facebook posts
--> Similar results

➢ Evaluated false positives rate in relation to the amount of historical data
collected for a user (# of twitter posts.

--> The more data collected for the user, the more the rate for false
positives is reduced. If 200 twitter posts are collected for a user, the chance
for a false-positive is reduced to 0.002%


